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FIRST CLASS

 Housekeeping

 What is development

 GDP as a proxy for health and happiness

 Massive differences in GDP, health and happiness across

countries

 Policy matters, now just growth.



HOUSEKEEPING

 This will be a very ambitious class and we will cover a lot of ground

 We will read and discuss the some of the most important papers in development 

economics

 The objective will be to get an overview of what we know and don’t know about 

development

 Materials:

 Papers → should be read BEFORE you come to class. I will ask questions and remove 

points from wrong answers.

 Book: Debraj Ray (development economics)

 Youtube videos and podcasts



HOUSEKEEPING

 If you don’t think you can devote at least 6 hours a week on reading and 

thinking by your own I encourage you NOT to take the class. 

 The effort will pay off I assure you!

 Grading:

 30% participation – attendance and right answers to questions

 30% midterm exam

 40% final essay / work / or exam (to be determined)



(APPROXIMATE) TOPICS  -- MAY CHANGE ALONG THE WAY

1. What is development? An overview of human progress (today)

 Growth and development   

2. Institutions and inertia  (2-3 classes)

3. Education and Health  (3-4 classes)

4. Inequality and social mobility (2-3 classes)

5. Political economy: corruption, accountability, capture by elites, democracy/voting (3-4 

classes)

6. Govt vs Market: govt failure, corruption, market power

7. Conflict and cooperation: in-group/out group, polarization



WHAT IS DEVELOPMENT?

SOURCES:

• “THE GREAT ESCAPE”, DEATON

• RAY’S BOOK 



WHAT IS DEVELOPMENT?

WEALTH AND INCOME, LIFE SATISFACTION, HEALTH, OPPORTUNITIES, 

RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, PEACE…



WHAT IS DEVELOPMENT?

 “The objective of the world’s majority of nations… to raise income, well-being, economic 

capabilities.” (Deaton)

 Well fed, leisure, proper medical care, experience no violence, have rights and freedom, intellectual and 

cultural development, opportunities to develop people’s potential, some degree of fairness and 

equality.

 No single measure captures all aspects of development, but as we will see income of a 

country is very correlated with many them.

 GDP has several problems

 Uses market prices under the assumption that these reflect preferences (not always true).

 Does not measure cost of pollution, untransacted goods, human suffering, leisure…

 Does not say how proceeds are shared.

 BUT… GDP good proxy for many (not all) things we care about



LIFE

 GDP does predict life expectancy:

➢ Epidemiological transition: those <10K infectious disease (children), those >10K adults mostly chronic 

disease.

PPP adjusted, how much it can purchase.

 Money more important at low incomes 

➢ (People: nutrition? Government: Sanitation?)

➢ Physiological limits to life gains?

 Significant progress in 50 years: every 10 

years we gained about 2-3 years on life 

expectancy!

 Conditional on income there is gain also: 

knowledge and technology?

 Deaton thinks knowledge is the key



DETOUR: LOG SCALE

 Same distance in X-axis = same percentage increase. 

 If x-axis is GDP a similar percentage increase in income for US is a much larger absolute increase in 

dollars



DETOUR: LOG SCALE

 X-axis is time

 Growth rate of Y =  the slope of Log(Y)



ANOTHER DETOUR: PURCHASING POWER PARITY

 Prices in a country are quoted in the monetary currency of that country

 How can we compare price of apples in Mexico and US? Exchange rates?

➢ But exchange rates are determined by the price of TREADABLE goods. 

 A haircut and many goods cost less in Mexico than in the US, and thus for a given amount of 

income purchasing power is higher in Mexico.

 We would like to know how much a basket of goods costs in the different countries and adjust 

for that.

 The united nations International Comparison Program does this for 200 countries and 

hundreds of items.

 Not perfect since goods may not be exactly the same, also because a different goods have different prices 

and the PPP adjustment is a single number.



LIFE

 However, the relation of income and health is far from deterministic:

➢ Inequality? (South Africa)

➢ Organization of health industry? US similar life expectancy than Costa Rica at 1/4 per capita GDP

➢ Is it causal?

Disasters:

 Government made disasters: Maoist China 

1958-1961: 

➢ 35 million starved by government planning

➢ “When Mao learned…he doubled down on 

policies, purging the messengers and 

labeling them “right-deviationists”

➢ Beware with ideology – be skeptical

➢ Nature made: AIDS



LIFE SATISFACTION

 GDP is strongly correlated with life satisfaction: the poor are not only poor but less satisfied with their life.

➢ Satisfaction keeps going up with GDP even for rich countries! Fourth-fold difference in GDP is associated with 1 point 
more.

➢ Latin America is more satisfied conditional on income.

“Ladder of Life”: 0=worse possible life for you, 10=best possible life for you.

 Its fine to consider other determinants of wellbeing than 
income (health, education, civic participation, freedom, 
etc)

 Life evaluation measures are far from perfect:

➢ Not sure of what the question means

➢ Differences in reporting styles (more exuberant cultures)

➢ Adaptation to horrible conditions

 Main lesson: “focusing on income is not seriously 
misleading” (Deaton)

 We would like to measure opportunities.

Happiness yesterday (an emotion) is less correlated with GDP, and more 
variable.



NUTRITION AND KNOWLEDGE

 Health and malnutrition is hard to measure internationally, but height is a marker. The height 

of people increases with GDP across countries and within countries, but not tightly.

Cohorts, about 35 years of data



LITERACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS



https://ourworldindata.org/maxexemplar

https://ourworldindata.org/maxexemplar


SO… GDP IS CORRELATED WITH THINGS WE CARE ABOUT

 Calls to forget about GDP are ill-founded

 part of the class will be concerned with income or consumption as measures of 

welfare.

 But we will also look at health, knowledge, etc.

 More broadly, a big challenge in development is measurement

➢ We take measurement for granted but it is crucial and hard.



RECENT HUMAN PROGRESS

SOURCES:

• “DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS”, RAY

• “THE GREAT ESCAPE”, DEATON 

• “DEVELOPMENT NOTES”, DUPAS

• “ENLIGHTENMENT NOW”, PINKER



NOT TRUE THAT THERE HAS BEEN LITTLE PROGRESS!

 Substantial progress in the last 200 years … but also in the last 30 years.

 We must recognize the progress we have made, and how.

➢ Science and technology play a crucial role

➢…But we need humanism too (concern for others)

➢…we also need cooperation and inclusion



RECENT HUMAN PROGRESS: LIFE AND POVERTY

 Humanity has progressed enormously since the enlightenment

 World poverty has decreased recently enormously, but mostly due to China.



RECENT HUMAN PROGRESS: LESS VIOLENCE, MORE LITERACY

 One can continue with this: human rights, democracy, literacy, etc. 

 Please watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkPOHB2rRkc&list=PLGGpadyh0wS

589np9dre-nOeGfzRfutmQ&index=13&t=0s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkPOHB2rRkc&list=PLGGpadyh0wS589np9dre-nOeGfzRfutmQ&index=13&t=0s


HUMANITY’S ESCAPE 

 After millennia of stagnation, growth took off after the enlightenment

 New production methods

 Science 

 Diffusion of ideas

 Trade

 Freedom from oppression: Economic 

and political participation



ENLIGHTENMENT

 “Ever since people rebelled against authority in the Enlightenment, and set 

about using the force of reason to make their lives better, they have found 

away to do so”, Deaton.

 “Dare to know”, Kant.

 Industrial revolution + ideas on science and humanism

 See Joel Mokyr at   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNbe7uwbiKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNbe7uwbiKE


GROWTH OF GDP

SOURCES:

• “DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS”, RAY

• “THE GREAT ESCAPE”, DEATON 

• “DEVELOPMENT NOTES”, DUPAS



UNPRECEDENTED GROWTH, AT DIFFERENT TIMES, AND VARIED

 Huge cross-country differences in income per 

capita today largely due to divergence in growth 

rates over the last 200 years. Look at slopes 

 Very different growth experiences last 60 years



QUESTIONS

 The previous graph rises many questions:

➢ Why was the US richer than other countries in 1960 and still able to grow at a steady pace 

thereafter?

➢ How did Singapore, South Korea and Botswana manage to grow so steadily and rapidly for 

the last 40 years?

➢ Why did Brazil and Guatemala stagnate during the 1980s?

➢ What is responsible for the complete lack of growth in Nigeria (and many other African 

countries)?

 These are central questions for understanding the origins of economic growth

➢ also for policy and welfare, since differences in income related to living standards, 

consumption and health

 Economists don't yet have clear answers to all these questions



WHY DO WE CARE ABOUT GDP GROWTH?

 We already saw that GDP is predictive of many measures of wellbeing

 A country growing at 5% per year will double its per capita income every 14 in years!! A

country growing at 1% requires 70 years

Yt=2Y0 → (1 + g) t · Y0 = 2Y0 → (1 + g) t =2 → t ·ln(1+g)=ln(2) → t=ln(2)/ln(1+g) → t=0.7/g

“I do not see how one can look at figures like these without seeing them representing

possibilities. Is there some action a government of India could take that would lead the Indian

economy to grow like Indonesia's or Egypt's? If so, what exactly? If not, what is it about the

"nature of India" that makes it so? The consequences for human welfare involved in questions

like these are simply staggering: once one starts to think about them, it is hard to think about

anything else.” (Robert Lucas)



RESULT

 Rising living standards

 Huge cross-country differences in income per capita today largely due to divergence in growth 
rates over the last 200 years

Richest countries 

are more than 100 

times richer than 

the poorest ones!! 



INCOME NOT ENOUGH: HELPS HEALTH BUT NOT MECHANICALLY (EXAMPLE)

 Knowledge: e.g. germ theory of disease

 Research on bacteria, natural experiment on water in London.

 Government: Even when knowledge is available, the market is not enough, collective action is 

needed in health and education. 

➢ There is evidence that public health (clean water, vaccination, eradication of Polio, and the fight against 

malaria) is more effective if implemented in a large scale by government.

➢ Activism played a role in water sanitation in 19th century England → workers made rights heard.

➢ As we will see, government does not always care for its citizens, and state capacity is often too low to 

provide or to regulate the market

▪ Individuals: Education plays a role in improving health (increases take up of existing technologies), 

attitudes of individuals to ask more of government.



POLICY MATTERS: SAME INCOME BUT VERY DIFFERENT OUTCOMES

 Growth itself is associated with good outcomes but 

not perfectly, government policy/priorities are 

important. 

 Income does not GUARANTEE services or good 

outcomes: government policy matters



GROWH: PERMANENT AND TRANSITORY COMPONENTS

 Ratio relative to 1870

 6.7 times larger economies in 100 years!

 This changes societies enormously, mostly for the better.

 Low incomes are sticky

 Convert each country’s GDP to fraction of average per capita

 Rows in 1962 (sum to 100%), columns in 1984

 52%+31% that started in (1/4, ½) stayed below ½  

1=world average, ¼=one forth of would average

Relative growth (transition matrix)

1970 US dollars



NOT MUCH UNCONDITIOANL CONVERGENCE 

 But convergence for people (China, India)



PROBLEMS: 

INEQUALITY, CLIMATE CHANGE



WITH PROGRESS ALSO COMES THE POSSIBILITY OF INEQUALITY

 There was little inequality in hunter gatherer societies tens of thousands of years ago.

 Progress generates inequalities, but this need not be so in the long run: policy matters.



FOR NEXT CLASS

 Videos: 

➢ Steven pinker: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkPOHB2rRkc&list=PLGGpadyh0wS589np9dre-

nOeGfzRfutmQ&index=13&t=0s

➢ Angus Deaton: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XwLNqDbPNBw

 Readings:

➢ Debraj Ray’s book: Chapters 2, 3, 4

➢ Lant Pritchet article: “Divergence Big Time”

➢ Mankiw, Romer and Weil “A contribution to the empirics of economic growth”, Quarterly Journal of 

Economics, 1992

➢ Optional (not in exam)

➢ Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNbe7uwbiKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkPOHB2rRkc&list=PLGGpadyh0wS589np9dre-nOeGfzRfutmQ&index=13&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XwLNqDbPNBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wNbe7uwbiKE


GROWTH MODELS

SOURCES:

• “THE GREAT ESCAPE”, DEATON

• CHAPTERS 4 OF DEBRAJ RAY’S BOOK

• LANT PRITCHET “DIVERGENCE, BIG TIME”, JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES, 1997

• MANKIW, ROMER AND WEIL “A CONTRIBUTION TO THE EMPIRICS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH”, QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS, 1992

•



SECOND CLASS

 A review of growth and income differences across 

countries

 A brief overview of growth models (almost all of you 

already took economic growth so this is just a reminder of 

highlights) 

 Absolute divergence, conditional convergence



GROWTH MODELS

 Main idea: to be able to produce and consume more in the future, we need to

increase the ability to produce more: investment.

 This is financed by consuming less

today→ saving!!

 Savings and how it gets allocated to
investment matters.



GROWTH MODELS

Some trends in where to invest:

 1920-1950: importance of physical capital

 1960-1980: importance of human capital: households do invest in education, health, skills.

 1980-1990: Generation of knowledge: research and development.

 2000s: improving institutions

Suggested reading: “The Elusive Quest for Growth”, book by Easterly



GROWTH IS A RECENT PHENOMENON!



NOT ONLY IS IT RECENT, IT IS CONCENTRATED IN ABOUT 20% OF 

COUNTRIES  -- WHY?

 Growth has had a big permanent component → suggesting that is not random and 

that certain things are causing it:  which?

 Can we have a theory of why countries grow?

 This theory may give some policy advice on what to do about growth.

 We saw last class that 1 or 2 percentage points of growth compound and have huge 

effects on levels

 We also saw that increases in GDP typically help a lot in other development 

indicators (although civil society is likely needed)



STAGGERING DIFFERENCES

“Rates of growth of real per capita income are …. Diverse, even over sustained periods, 

…. An Indian will on average be twice as well off as his grandfather; a Korean 32 times… 

“Can we have a theory of why countries grow?” (Lucas, Marshal Lectures)

 Countries growing at 2% per capita per year double income every 35 years.



AND INDEED THESE DIFFERENCES HAVE HAPPENED… NOT FICTION

 6.7 times richer!! This is just amazing.

 How did this countries manage to do it? 

 This is the main question of development.

 Unfortunately to hard a question 

 We will break it down to small pieces in this 
class



https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?locations=MX

Mexico: mediocre growth in GDP per 

capita

 1.7% from 1960 to 2019

 0.8% from 1980 to 2019

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.KD.ZG?locations=MX


A BIT OF THEORY

 We need accumulation of productive capacity to grow

 Physical capital

 Human capital - skills

 Knowledge

 First models (Harrod-Domar) used accounting identities + assumptions of fixed saving-income 
ratio, and capital-output ratio (no decreasing returns to capital)

 Solow model: assumes production function where labor and capital produce output, and 
diminishing returns to scale to capital: makes capital-output ratio endogenous to income.

➢ In this case more investment has a level effect but not a growth effect because of decreasing 
returns.

➢ Importantly: countries eventually will have the same LEVEL of income.



SOLOW DIAGRAM

 Independently of starting level of “k” and therefore y=f(k), eventually reach k*.

 All countries with the same (n,s,𝛿) converge to the same 𝑘*



GROWTH MODELS (SEE RAY --- HERE JUST THE CONCLUSION)

 Harrod-Domar: Τ𝑠 𝜃 − 𝛿 = 𝑔, 𝑠 =
𝑆

𝑌
, 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒; 𝜃 =

𝐾

𝑌
, ℎ𝑜𝑤 𝑚𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝐾 𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 𝑎 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡.

➢ Savings has growth RATE effects, not just level effects. 

➢ Strong assumption: capital does not have decreasing marginal return 

➢ Implication: increase savings (of course it comes at the cost of less consumption today)

 Solow: 1 + 𝑛 𝑘 𝑡 + 1 = 1 − 𝛿 𝑘 𝑡 + 𝑠𝑦(𝑡) →

𝑘∗

𝑦∗
=

𝑠

𝑛+𝛿

➢ Assumes decreasing returns to physical capital

➢ Savings has only LEVEL effects, growth RATE effects. 

➢ All countries with the same (n,s,𝛿) converge to the same 𝑘*

➢ Low K countries have larger MPK



CONGERGENCE

 Poorer countries grow faster: this must be the case in order to catch up to the same k*

 Starting level of income does not matter: in the “long run” all have same K* and therefore same Y*

Same (n,s,𝛿)

different 

(n,s,𝛿)



SOLOW PREDICTS CONDITIONAL CONVERGENCE

 Solow Growth model

➢ Assumption of diminishing returns: poor countries will catch up and grow faster in the interim....provided 
they have the same savings and population growth rates

➢ Resources will flow to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities

 Closed economy: 

➢ Long run development reflects endowments, technology, preferences for saving.

 Open economy:

➢ Technology flows will remove technology differences

➢ Trade in goods will equalize factor prices, so endowments should not matter. 

➢ There should be convergence.



IS THERE CONVERGENCE IN REALITY?

 There is no absolute 

convergence

 But there seems to be some

conditional convergence

 But we care about absolute



“DIVERGENCE, BIG TIME”
LANT PRITCHET, 1997



MAIN POINT HE WANTS TO MAKE 

 Estimate growth from 1870 to 1990 for all countries

 What are his main results?

➢ Big divergence in income – persistently different growth rates

➢ Ratio of income from the now-richest countries relative to the developing ones increased by factor of 5.

➢ Standard deviation of income of GDP per capita increased by close to 100%.

 There is convergence of a set of European countries and some Asian ones.

➢ Very stable growth rates for these 1% to 2% for the different periods

 What does he do to deal with the selectivity problem?

➢ He imputes a lower bound for developing countries



DIVERGENCE, BIG TIME

 What is the purpose of the paper? 

➢ Measure absolute convergence

 What is the problem the paper face?

➢ No data going back to 1870 for the majority of countries (poor countries)

 What is the selection problem?

➢ Only data for developed countries, but by definition these are the ones that (a) grew and (b) converged, so we 

would find convergence for these set of countries → by definition, not a finding.

 What does he do to deal with the selectivity problem?

➢ He imputes a lower bound for developing countries



LOWER BOUND

 What happens with the estimate of growth if the lower bound is too low?

➢ Overestimates growth --- > ok since he is going against his own claim of low growth for developing countries

 How to impute a lower bound? i.e. how much income countries had in 1870.

➢ Look at history: what is the lowest income per capita in recorded history (recorded history>1960)?

➢ Lowest GDP per capita consistent with survival level nutritional intake?

➢ What is the lowest GDP consistent with population growth?

1. Lowest GDP per capita in history in PPP?

➢ P$275 Ethiopia (1961-1966), P$278 Uganda (1978-1982),…, P$523 China (1820), P$531 India (1820)

2. Poverty lines – nutrition 

➢ Lowest defensible poverty line to achieve minimum consumption P$252 → but income is typically higher than 

consumumption.



LOWER BOUND

2. Poverty lines

➢ FAO estimates that people need at least 2000-2400 calories on average to work productively

➢ Regress Avg. caloric intake in a country against GDP → then note that a GDP of P$250 implies 1,600 

calories.

➢ During the famine in Somalia 1975 they had 1,610 calories, in Ethiopia famine (1985) had 1,443 calories.

3. Mortality – population growth

➢ Demographers, we need an under 5 mortality of less than 600 over 1000 to have stable population 

➢ Regress mortality vs GDP and find that P$250 implies 765 per 1000 mortality

➢ Note that in 1870 population WAS growing, at about 1% annually



ONCE HE IMPUTES THE LOWER BOUND….

Wrt USA

17 developed vs 

108 developing

Leader vs rest



SOME STATS FROM PRITCHETT (1997)

 Poverty traps, Takeoffs and Convergence

➢ The maximum rate of average growth 1870-1960 is 4.2% (USA)

➢ Of 108 developing countries in (PWT) 11 grew above 4.2% in 1960-1990

➢ 16 had negative growth

➢ 28 less than 0.5%

➢ 40 less than 1%

 The growth of developed countries show convergence (warning: selection), but growth 
among the rest show divergence wrt developed countries, and within developing they are all 
over.

 “Much of Latin America languished in the 1980s…Moreley’s (1995) shows income per capita 
fell 11%.” 

➢ this failure ignited the liberal reforms of less state intervention



NO ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE

 Mankiw, Romer, Weil (1992): Regress log(Y1985)-log(Y1960) = a + b* log(Y1960)

➢ Expect b<0: more developed countries grow less. But this does NOT happen.



“A CONTRIBUTION TO THE EMPIRICS OF ECONOMIC 

GROWTH”

MANKIW, ROMER, WEIL (1992)



SOLOW IS RIGHT!

 This was a very important paper: most literature said Solow model is wrong for many 
reaspon

➢ There was no convergence

➢ Savings rates and population growth did explain little about growth

➢ Countries should have very different MPK if same f(L,K), and capital should flow to developing countries.

 The main point of MRW is that 

 There is convergence to EACH COUNTRY’s steady state level of income. Which differs across countries 
because they have different saving levels (s) and population growth (n) 

 And in fact once you control for (s,n) there is convergence in practive, at the rate the model predicts!

 Adding human capital to the production function is critical: more clear convergence, is empirically an 
omitted variable in model --- corr(HC,s)>0.

 MPK may differ across countries, but less once you account for human capital and expropriation risk



PUTTING STEADY STATE OF INCOME IN TERMS OF DATA

 The authors assume a cobb-douglass production function with decreasing MPK and plug it into 

steady state formula in the Solow model.  

▪ Get prediction of income level differences in the steady state as a function of savings rate (s), population 

growth rate (n), efficiency growth rate (g) and depreciation rate (d).

▪ Get data on “s” and on “n”, and on Y/L for many countries and see if they get

➢ Right signs on ln(s), on ln(n+g+d)   

➢ Get data on “s” and “n”  --- assume g+d = 0.5

➢ Technological differences and “institutions” are absorbed in A(0)

➢ Amenable to estimate by linear OLS



ASSUMPTIONS

 To run unbiased OLS need to assume the following:

 “s” and “n” are exogenous

 No omitted variables  

 Good measures of savings, population growth.

 These are big “ifs”

 Defense:

 Will include measure of human capital since it appears omitted

 Agrees that maybe not exogenous, but at least show that they explain a lot of variance…

 ….Even with noisy measures



DATA

 Summer & Heston (1988)  -- 98 countries

 “n” = Avg. rate of growth of working age population

 “s” = Avg. real investment (including govt) divided by GDP

 “human capital” = fraction of age 12-17 enrolled in secondary education mult. by working age pop 

(15-19)

➢ Does not include health

➢ Does not measure skills

➢ Does not measure forgone earnings

➢ Quality of teachers matters

➢ Does not consider higher education – this is becoming more important recently (see Deaton’s “Deaths of Dispair”)

➢ Not all education is done at schools

➢ Does not take into account that not all education is meant to be productive



 “n” and “s” explain 59% of growth!!

 Right sign of coefficients

 But coefficients are too big

➢ If we assume that labor and capital get paid their marginal products → we can use labor share and

capital share to get at the magnitudes of coefficients

➢ They should be close to 0.5 and -0.5.



OMMITED VARIABLE: HUMAN CAPITAL

 This coefficients also imply a too big MPK

 Coefficients are too big since there is omitted variable bias

 A variable correlated with both savings and income levels

 Indeed, schooling has a correlation with savings of 0.59  (this is big)

 Lucas (1988) has a model with human capital, where the production function has constant 

returns in physical and human capital together → generates endogenous growth: savings has 

growth effect, but physical capital alone has decreasing returns.

 Adding human capital improves variance explained from 59% to 78%

 Moreover, the coefficients not make more sense. 



HUMAN CAPITAL SHORTAGE ALSO EXPLAINS WHY MPK NOT LARGE IN 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES   → EDUCATION IS KEY TO DEVELOPMENT



 Intuition:

 Savings → income → HC : this makes more developed countries be different: more HC.

 Complementarity between physical capital and human capital: K not as productive in Mexico

 Note: schools enters with a big coefficient, and statistically significant



ONCE CONDITION ON “STEADY STATE LEVEL PREDICTORS”→ CONVERGENCE

➢ Solow predicts convergence to the SAME steady

state only if (n,s,d) are the same.

➢ There IS convergence (b<0) conditional on

savings rate and population growth rate.

➢ Speed of convergence: 2%--economy moves

halfway to steady state in 35 years

→ lamda=2%



“PARTIAL-OUT PLOTS”

 See Frisch–Waugh–Lovell theorem in econometrics

➢ Y= a + b1*X + b2*Many Z’s [ here Z’s = s, n, HC, and X=ln(GDP 1960) ]

➢ Regress Y on Many Z’s → predict residuals e1_hat

➢ Regress X on Many Z’s → predict residuals e2_hat

➢ Regress e1_hat on e2_hat→ obtain b1 identical to the one in long regression

➢ Plot of e1_hat on e2_hat



CONCLUSION

 “One can explain much cross-country variation in income while maintaining the assumption of 

decreasing returns.”

 There is conditional convergence

 Results quantitatively consistent with the following production function

 Are MPK higher in developing countries?

 Possibly, but cannot evaluate with interest rates since that assumes perfect capital markets

 History of expropriation -- 41% of investment expropriated from 1950 to 1972 (Williams 1975)  --

property rights

 Ultimately: what explains differences in “s”, “n”, “HC”



WE REALLY CARE ABOUT UN-CONDITIONAL CONVERGENCE

 Persistent long-term differences must come from lower rates of savings and investment, labor force 
participation, human capital investment, technology adoption, and higher population growth rates in 
LDCs

 Even if MRW(1992) were right, the explanatory variables they use are more like symptoms as 
opposed to causes...

 Challenge remains: What explains the lack of convergence in saving rates, pop growth rates, and rates 
of investment in human capital?

 Shortcoming of (augmented) Solow model: leaves open the question of why these crucial parameters 
or behavioral patterns differ across countries

➢ Does not bring to the forefront key institutions that affect these

➢ We need to think about causal mechanisms: micro-foundations of development Lecture 1



GROWTH ACCOUNTING

 From a production function F(K,P)

 Assuming constant returns to scale AND perfect competition in input markets, and 

no technological progress:

 This is data (except TFPG)



ASIAN MIRACLE

 Asian miracle from the 1965s to 1990 Japan, Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan grew at 

unprecedented rates

 Why? How?

 Savings rates were lower than Latin America in 

1960 (except japan), but in 1990 more than 20 

percentage points above!! 

➢ A Korean friend told me work hard in school 

and job and save.



TFP VERY IMPORTANT ACCORDING TO WB

 World bank (1993) attributed the large growth to TFP: 1/3

 Exports → encourage technology transfer

 Good quality education → mastery of technology

 Young (1995): is no miracle, they grow the old-fashioned way: investment + workers grew.

 Increase in labor force participation

 Correcting for education of population in labor input: decreases 1pp in TPF

 TPF growth is negative in Singapore, and 3% in Korea.

 In Mexico it was about 1.3%



DIRECTIONS?     



NON-CONVERGENCE: DIRECTIONS

 Not all labor is the same: skills (human capital)

➢ “labor that is skilled in production, labor that can operate sophisticated machinery,…, create new ideas and new 
methods in economic activity” (Ray)

➢ This means that MPK is larger in developed countries since more complementary to skilled labor

▪ Positive (local) externalities of research among firms in a country

 Endogenous parameters:

➢ Why low savings rate? Trust, intermediation, property rights?

➢ Why low productivity? (Allocation of capital and labor distorted by subsidies/taxes, but contacts vs talent?)

➢ Why are inputs less productive: low technology adoption? Low competition?

Bad institutions cause lower technology adoption, lower savings, lower skills, misallocation



MANY TOPICS

 I Bottom line: people are poor. Why?

 ...because they are not productive

 But why are they not productive?

➢ Poor health

➢ Poor education

➢ Poor land productivity

➢ Misallocation of labor and capital

 Not only poor, also vulnerable to risk (lack of insurance, credit)

➢ Implications for investment choices and hence productivity

 Causes of all the above?

➢ market failures?

➢ government failures?

 Causes of such failures?

➢ institutions, governance?



CROSS COUNTRY REGRESSIONS

SOURCES:

• HTTPS://PDFS.SEMANTICSCHOLAR.ORG/8793/93032473FFA3A1C1D5696A47061218ACBE48.PDF

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8793/93032473ffa3a1c1d5696a47061218acbe48.pdf


Solow on cross-country regressions:

It seems altogether too vulnerable to bias from omitted variables, to reverse causation, and above all to the

recurrent suspicion that the experiences of very different national economies are not to be explained as if

they represent different “points” on some well-defined surface. . . . The temptation of wishful thinking hovers

over the interpretation of these cross-section studies. It should be countered by cheerful skepticism.”

The wide range of explanatory variables has the advantage of offering partial shelter from the bias due to

omitted variables. But this protection is paid for. As the range of explanation broadens, it becomes harder

and harder to believe in an underlying structural, reversible relation that amounts to more than a sly way of

saying that Japan grew rapidly and the United Kingdom grew more slowly over this or that period.



CRITICISMS OF GROWTH REGRESSIONS

 Does not address causality

 More variables than observations– little robustness to model specification

 Measurement problem:

 “It is one thing to argue that corruption affects growth; it is quite another to identify an 

appropriate measure of corruption” Durlauf (2009)

 Measurement of variables too different across countries

 multicollinearity of their empirical analogues

 Context is too different in a way impossible to capture – countries are not drawn 

from the same distribution:

 Solow actually said that he intended his model to apply to industrialized countries.


